Tibet & Himalaya Lecture Series
Decolonising Himalayan Studies?
- Putting Theory into Practice „Decolonizing Tibetan/Buddhist
Studies“

„Decolonizing Our Maps: Centering
More-than-Human Worlds of
Conservation & Protection in Bhutan"

Natalie Avalos

1.11.21

„Thuenlam, Hospitality and the
Neypo System- Cultural Hospitality
Practices, Tourism and the Economy
of Relationships in Bhutan“

„Decolonisation as default
perspective in language
documentation“

Gwendolyn
Hyslop

Ulrike Čokl

13.12.21

Ulrike Čokl holds a Ph.D. in Anthropology from University
College London and a Magistra (M.A.) in Social and Cultural
Anthropology from the University of Vienna. Ulli is currently a
Research Associate at UCL where she combines her longstanding applied knowledge of Bhutan with ethnographic
research. She has been living, working and researching in the
Himalayan Kingdom intermittently since 2000. Her doctoral
research examined the role of everyday traditional hospitality
for relationship fostering, known in Dzongkha as thuenlam
(“the harmonious way”) within the context of the Bhutanese
neypo system (traditional host/guest network). Emerging from
her field data she developed the “thuenlam-approach” to sustainable farm/homestay tourism development. Ulrike founded
the Bhutan Network (www.bhutan-network.org) in 2013 and
helped build up Bhutan Homestay (www.bhutanhomestay.com),
a Bhutan-based tour operator with a focus on rural and
community tourism.

10.1.22

Gwendolyn Hyslop received her PhD in Linguistics from the
University of Oregon. She is a Senior Lecturer in the Department of Linguistics at the University of Sydney and is currently
a visiting Research Fellow at Humboldt University via a
Humboldt Fellowship. She specialises in language documentation and historical linguistics of the Himalayas. Hyslop has
conducted or supervised fieldwork in Bhutan, India, Nepal,
Mexico, New Caledonia, and Alaska. Her grammar
of Kurtöp was published by Brill in 2017.
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The aim is to listen and learn from
each other and put the focus on
Himalayan perspectives. In doing so,
the lecture series seeks to stimulate
a joint learning process.

stitutions in India. She is interested in the making of state and
subject and vice versa, through the (re)making of institutions
in the illegible landscape of exile as the drive to make a Tibetan nation legible as the invasion of Tibet transitioned into Chinese colonial occupation. Lokyitsang is also concerned with,
and has written about Chinese colonialism in Tibet, Chinese
imperialism more broadly, and the need for decolonizing as a
necessary praxis for articulating and counteracting China’s
colonial and imperial occupation of Tibet and elsewhere.

Tibetan histories of collecting and museology and a curator
with 25 years' experience in exhibition making, contemporary
collecting and collaborative practice.

Monday, 6.15 CEST
Register for Zoom Link here:

Church (2013, OUP), explores a ritual-based postcolonial healing movement and its incor-poration into clinical programmes
serving Native Americans.
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